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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
AGREEMENT l11ade between the NEW YORK CITY TRANSIT AUTHORITY (hereinafter
referred to as "NEW YORK CITY TRANSIT") and the tviANHAIT AN AND BRONX SURF ACE
TRANSIT OPERATING AUTHORITY (hereinafter referred to as the II OPERATING
AUTHORlTY") (both of which hereinafter jointly referred to as the "Authorities") and the
TRANSPORT WORKERS UNION OF AMERICA, ML-CIO, and TRANSPORT WORKERS
UNION OF AMERICA, Local 100, AFL-CIO (hereinafter jointly referred to as the "Union").
. It is n1utUally agreed that the collective bargaining agreement between the Authorities and
(he Union shall be amended as follows:
1. TERlv1
This agreement shall continue in effect through Decenlber 15, 2002. This agreement is
su~ject to ratific.ation by the MTA Board and by the Executive Board and menlbers of the union.
JOB SECURlTY/NO LAYOFFJ
During the period between full and final ratification of this agreen1ent and December 15,
2002 the Authorities will not layoff or furlough any employee represented by the Union on the
san1e terms and conditions as the original no layoff agreement reached be(ween the parties on
Septelnber 18, 1997. Cooperative efforts between the parties regarding redeployment,
reassignn1ent, etc., of employees, shall continue where necessary.
..,
J. GENERAL \VAGE INCREASES
The wage rates for hourly and clerical. employees represented by the Union shall be
increased as follows:
(a) Effective December 15, 1999, the rates of pay that were in effect
on December 14, 1999 shall be increased by five (5) percent.
(b) Effective December 15,2000, the rates of pay that were in effect
on December 14, 2000 shall be increased by three (3) percent.
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(c) Effective December 15, 2001, the rates of pay that were in etfect
on December 14,2001 shall be increased by four (4) percent.
(d) Rates of pay below the top rates shall be adjusted in accordance
w.iththe appropriate progression schedule.
.
4. LONGEVITY P.~YMENTS
Conunencing immecliate.ly upon full and final ratification, longevity paymentS, which are
being paid biweekly, will be paid in a lump sum on the last payroll period in Novelnber. Employees
who resign, die, retire or are promoted to a title that does not receive longevity pa)'lnentSbefore the
payn1ent for longevity is made will be paid a pro-rata share of the longevity paY111ent.All other
aspects of the longevity payments will remain the same.
5. PENSION
The MTA will support state legislation which would reduce all n1en1bercontributions as
follows: those paying connibutions of 5.3 percent will pay 2.percent, and ~ose paying 3 percent
contribution will pay 2 percent contribution.
6. HEALTH BENEFIT TRUST
The Authorities will maintain the current level of benefits through Decelnber 31, 2000.
The Trust shall convert back to a defined contribution plan effective that date. utilizing the same
fonl1ula as currently provided. Effective January 1, 2001 and January 1, 2002. the Authorities
will increase each contribution rate by (6) six percent. In addition to the foregoing, the
Authorities will make an additional annual contribution of $3.75 million dollars. payable in equal
installments on the same basis as the Authorities' normal contribution, for the express p~ose of
enhancing benefits.
7. FLEXIBLE SPENDING ACCOUNTS
Effective' January 1, 2001, the Authorities will offer an IRC Sec. 125 account to each
eligible en1ployee to allow for pre-tax contributions for allowable child care and health expenses.
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8. TRANSITCHEK
Effective as soon as practicable following full and fll1al ratification. the Authorities will
ofter TransitChek benefits to employees who express interest.
9. 401 (K)
Effective on the earliest practicable date, but in no event, ,later thiln January 1, 2001 the
A.uthoriries will offer employees the option of opening a 401(k) account on [he sanle temlS and
conditions as currently in effect, as it may be amended.
10. REGIONAL BUS COMPANY
The parties agree that the artificial distinctions that currently exist bet\veen the bus
operations at the Transit Authority and the Operating .~uthority do not well serve the riding public
or tlle members of the union. In furtherance oftha! mutual recognition the pal1ies agree to convene
a senior level labor/management executive committee. This comminee will be charged with
developing a plan to consolidate the bus operations at the Transit Authority ilnd the Operating
Authority into a new subsidiary of the Metropolitan Transportation Authority. The purpose of such
consolidated bus con1pany would be providing efficient, cost effective bus service in the
111en"opolitanregion transportation district.
The parties agree that the Committee will convene no later than 30 days following full and
tinal ratitication of this agreement. The Comminee will identify impediments to the creation and
efficient operation of such regional bus authority and recommend solutions to said in1pediments. If
the panies agree tl1atsuch consolidated bus company is feaSibleand have resolved outstanding
issues then required legislation shall be jointly drafted and supported.
11. FAMIL Y ASSISTANCE PROGRAM ("FAP")
, The Authorities agree to release two employees on a compensated basis for the express
and liJnited purpose of establishing and maintaining a program that will be a referral source for
fall1ily assistance issues such as child care, dependent care and domestic a$~i~lance i,ssues. The
FAP will be part of the Union Assistance Program. These employees will be released pursuant
to the provisions in the collective bargaining agreement.
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12. SICK LEAVE CASH OUT
Effe~tive upon full and final ratification, the panies agree to amend the Sick Leave Cash
Out program to provide that employees who have 70 percent of their sick leave at the tin1e of
voluntary separation or retirement from the Transit Authority will receive a cash out allowance
of 60 percent. All other provisions of the program relnain the Salne.
13. A.DDITIONAL PROVISIONS
The parties agree to further amend the collective bargaining agreen1ellt consistent 'Nith
the anached Appendices.
IT IS AGREED BY AND BETWEEN THE PARTIES THAT ANY PROVISION OF
THIS AGREEMENT REQUIRING LEGISLATIVE ACTION TO PERMIT ITS
IMPLEMENTATION BY AMENDMENT 'OF LAW OR BY PROVIDING
:illDITIONAL FUNDS THEREFORE, SHALL NOT BECOME EFFECTIVE UNTIL
THE APPROPRIATE LEGISLATIVE BODY HAS GIVEN APPROV.A.L. IT IS
FURTHER AGREED THAT THE PARTIES WILL JOINTLY SEEK SUCH APPRO VAL
WHERE REQUIRED.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have set their hands and seals as' of
15th day ofDece111ber 1999.
New York, New York
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APPROVED AS TO FORM:
iv1ARTIN SCHNABEL
Acting General Counsel,
New York City Transit Authority
Date
A.PPROVED AS TO FORM:
/// ,d/7
//[/~ ./~~~
./~,11\l'JLIO DIPRETA.
Counsel, TWU
/.",;;.1"/>/'
Date
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NE\V YORK CITY TRANSIT AUTHORITY
~
Executive Director,
Metropolitan Transportation Authority
Date
LAWRENCE 1. REUTER
President,
New York City Transit Authority
Date
TRANSPORT WORKERS UNION,
LOCAL 100, AFL-CIO '
Date
SONNY H.A..LL
International President, TWU
Date
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December 20, 1999
This is in reference to the Memorandum of Understanding reached on December 15,
1999; the following will clarify the intent of the parties:
1. The following is the parties understanding concerning the legislation which
the parties agree to draft and jointly support, as referenced in Section 5 of the
.Memorandum of-Understanding:
~
a) Tier IV members who are cw;rently covered by the 6115 plan, and were
eligible to elect the 55/25 plan will be eligible for the 55/25 plan. This
section is applicable to similarly situated MaBSTOA employees. .
b) . These changes will be effective December IS, 2000.
2. It is the Parties understanding that the provisions regarding changes to the
. duties which may be assigned to Maintainers in the department of Buses and
. Cleaners as those changes are referenced in the attached document shall be
. subject to further discuSsion between the parties and may not be implemented .
absent mutual agreement between the Authori~ and the Union at both the
local and the departmentalleveJ,s. FuItherthe "apprenticeship program in all
departments other than 'Revenue (except for ~e existing pilot program) shall
be subject to further discussion .andmutual agreement by the Parties at both
the local and the depaitmentallevels.
3. Regarding Paragraph 6 of the Memorandum of Understanding; the formula for
conversion back to a defined contribution Trust shall be predicated upon the
1999 expenditures as increased by 50% of the total eXt'enditure Jtt'owthin the
- -car 2000.
. ellaverson
Director-Labor Relations
Metropolitan Transportation Authority
~~
A.~\
.
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Transport Workers Union - Local 100
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~The parties agree that the following changes shall be made to the disciplinary
grievance procedures: - .
1. Each disciplinary track will allow employees to improve their disciplinary
records of time listed below assuming, no additional violations occur. The
dates of the violations shall be determinative as follows:
Time of next violation Penaltv to be assessed
for next minor violation
a. Additional minor violations within
1 year of last violation
- follow progressive discipline
b. Between.1 yr. & 1 1/2 yrs. from the - repeat last penalty.
date of the last violation
C. Between 1 1/2 - 2 yrs. from the
date of the last violation
- 1/2 of last penalty.
d. Between2 - 2 1/2 yrs. from the
. date of the last violation
- 1/4 of last penalty.
e. Between 2 1/2 -3 yrs. from the
date of the last violation
- 1/8 of last penalty.
*When the penalty to be assessed is less than a 1 day suspension, a reprimand
shall be substituted.
After three years with no violations, an employee's record of minor violations will
not be considered in setting a penalty for the next minor violation.
;
The improvement of penalties only applies to minor violations. The penalty for a
serious violation such as AWOl, fraud, theft, gross insubordination, assaults, and
serious. preventable accidents will be based upon the severity of the instant
violation and/or the employee's overall disciplinary record in accordance with
exisiing standards. Nothing contained herein, shall precludethe union from
arguing before the tripartite committee referred to in paragraph two (2) that a
particular infraction should be a minor violation and not a major violation.
2. The parties agree to convene a tripartite committee to review and make
recommendations on the fairness and equity of the disciplinary system based
on a series of questions to be agreed upon the parties. If the parties cannot.
agree on a question, then the neutral arbitrator of the committee will decide
whether the questions address fairness and equity issues, and if so, what the
question shall be. The Committee will consist of a representative from'
management, a representative from the Union and an impartial who is a
member of the National Academy of Arbitrators. The panel will convene
within thirty (30) days of the full ratification of this agreementand willsubmit
t~"~I"~
~
v.0J
~its report and recommendations within 120 days thereafter. The parties may
thereafter submit to the committee additional-questions that may arise during
the course of the centrad upon mutual agreement of the parties.
3. The panies agree no charge of fraudulent sick lines will be brought against an
employee if more than one year has expired since submission of the sick
lines.
4. The parties agree that a considerable time period (minimum of 5-7 years)
between serious violations may, on a case-by-case basis, be considered as a
mitigating factor in determining the appropriate penalty depending upon the
severity of the instant violation and only where there is no impact on the
safety and welfare of the public or NYCT employees.
5. It is understood that employees will not be pre-disciplinary suspended for time
and attendance related violations except where the charge involves fraud.
6. (OA) Where an employee is charged with a disciplinary offense and charges
against himlher are not sustained at any Step after a Step I hearing, the
employee shall be paid three (3) hours straight time for eaqh hearing session
he/she has attended beginning with the Step II hearing.
7. In the event an employee is restored to service after a pre-disciplinary
suspension, and such restoration is with back-pay, then the employee will be
reimbursed by NYC Transit for COBRA purchased during the period for which
the employee was given back-pay.
\J.\\~l~
.
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Department of Buses: Transportation..Division (OAlr A)
In full settlement of all issues raised by the Union and Management the following has been
agreed to subject to the approvalof the principals. '
A. SwingRuns
Amend Section 6.3.D and S.1 E (1) (a) of the contract to increase the number of swing runs from
25 to 30 percent
B. Reimbursement for Dismissed Traffic Violations
The Department of Buses will reimburse a Bus Operator up to four (4) hours of straight time pay
for one court appearan~ related to any instance wherein the Bus Operator has received a traffic
violation related to the operation of the bus and has been fully exonerated by a court of competent
jurisdiction. The Bus Operator must submit proof satisfactory to the Authorities that the charges
have been completely dismissed.
c. Joint Labor Management Committee
A joint labor management committee will be established to accept input and suggestions from
TWU Local 100 regarding new bus procurements and bus design (i.e. including such items as the
Bus Operator workstation)~ This committee will be advisory only and management retains its
.
,
right to inake the final determination concerning any designs on the bus or bus purchases. There
will be no increase in the currentlevel of union release time for this committee.
D. Section 6.3.B (5) shall be amended to read New York City Transit System.
E. Accident Reports
The Authorities will includetrainingfor Bus Operators on completingaccidentreports. This
training will be part of the Bus Operatorsbi-annual19A training and probationaryoperator
training.
F. Shoes
The Department of Buses will provide, every two years, each operator with two pairs of shoes to
be worn with the Bus Operator,Uniform. Shoes will be distributed to the operators on their own
time.
G. Incentive Program
~~Ii=~~;~eJi1otAOO@)mC~tive.~o~ for
IwJ
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H. Sommer Uniform
The Department of Buses will add "Bennuda" shorts to the items available to Bus Operators as
part of the summer uniform. The Department of Buses will provide guidelines regarding the
appropriate socks to be worn with the shorts.
This divisional package is subject to an entire agreement on a successor agreement for the
Transport Workers Unio~ Loca1100.
This agreement may not be entered into evidence during any interest arbitration procedures on the
. contract to be effective December 15, 1999. .
17.!'/r,
TRANSPORT WORKERS UNION,
ftQ~1{4(;~>f/f
Eddie Melendez
Vice President, TA Surface
12/151'15 do§) '- ;a-f//
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Vice President, MaBSTOA
DivisionI .
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Vice President, MaBSTOA
Division IT9:r~ /~y
President, ~Local 100
. Department of Buses: Maintenance Division (OAff A) .
In full settlement of all issues raised by the Union and Management the follo\\wg has
been agreed to subject to the approval of the principals.
A. Shoes
The current shoe allowance for both OA and TA Maintenance Titles (including P.lant and
Equipment~ Central Road Service and Fleet Services) 'Will be eliminated. The
Department of Buses will provide each maintenance employee (including Plant and
Equipment~ Central Road Service and Fleet Services) with one pair of safety shoes per
year. Applicable provisions of the 21 July 1999 stipulation regarding \-vearing the safety
shoe are incorporated into this agreement
B. Outdoor Clothing
The Department of Buses will provide outdoor clothing for employees whose job
functions require that they work outdoors (including Central Road Service. Cleaners that
sweep buses outside of depot buildings and A.M road Service employees at depots where
the buses are parked and pulled out from outdoor areas). This clothing will consist of
"bib" coveralls and jacket. The clothing will have reflective safety markings and may be
marked v.ith appropriate New York City Transit logos.
C. Tool Allo~'ance
The current tool allowance for all maintainers (including Fleet Service~ Central Road
Ser\'ice and Plant and Equipment) 'Willbe increased from $150.00 to $250.00 per year.
D. 5.2.R Miscellaneous Agreements
. .
Sections 5.2.R(l) through 5.2.R(5) will continue in the Agreement. Section 5.2.R(6) and
",.2.R(7) will be deleted from the Agreement.
This divisional package is subject to an entire agreement on a successor agreement for the
Transport Workers Union, Local 100.
This agreement may not be entered into evidence during any interest arbitration
procedures on the contract to be effective December 15, 1999.
}yVJ.Cif /1tv.
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NEW YORK CITY TRANSIT TRANSPORT WORKERS UNION.
Local 100
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In full settlement of aU Issues raised by the union and management,
the foflowing has been agreed to subject to the approval of the
principals:
Whereas, the parties entered Into an agreoement in 1994 and
1996 concerning the improvement of task times for certain bus repair
functions; and
Whereas, the parties are seeking to immediately improve
maintenance productivity; to continue to Improve productivity over
future years; and to reward employees with a bonus where agreed
upon levels of performance are met; and
Whereas, it is the parties; intent that the work performed meet
industry standards for safety, quality, reliability, functionality and
appearance, and
Whereas, the provisions in the 1994 and 1996 agreements
related to the Work Procedure Review Team and redassificatlon shall
continue in effect. It Is understood that any redassiflcation can be
appealed directly for review by the Senior Vice President, Dept. of ..
Buses.
The parties agree to the following;
A. The "fIat rate times" will become the agreed upon repair times for
all maintenance functions when the program commences. Where
applicable, trouble shooting and diagnostics are covered by this
agreement. The parties agree to work together to commence the
program as soon as possible.
,
°B. The Union and management agree to the continuation of the Work
Procedure Review Team as the accepted process for reviewing and
reevaluating the agreed upon standard repair times and
procedures under the following circumstances:
1. If a JOb cannot be performed within the "flat rate time" more
than 800/0of the time, the job can be referred to the Team; and
2. Management may refer a job for review where it consistently is
performed in less than the "flat rate time". Management will
waive its right to implement this provision during the term of
this collective bargaining agreement; and
JwJ ~p
f./plJ
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3. Jobs or procedures which have no prescribed "flat rate times.
will be evaluated by the Team.
c. CMFPrograms
1. The "flat rate times" wI/I immediately be adopted as the repair
time for aU CMF programs.
2. The process used by the Work Procedure Rev;ew Team will be
utilized to develop repair times for any jobs or procedures
that do not"have a prescribed "frat rate" repair time.
D. Core Jobs
1. Core jobs wi" be performed In accordance with the times
which have already been established by the Work Procedure
Review Team, excluding the 16 core jobs that were.
established without TWU participation wh;ch will be at flat
rate times.
E. In January all maintalners shall receive a $300 bonus.
F. Central Road Service and Support Fleet maintainers will receive a
$300 bonus in January 2000 with the understanding that the
parties will work expeditiouSly toward reaching a productivity
agreement for these groups.
G. Commencing the first two full quarters of the program, any
individual maintainer who meets the above stated standards on
900/0of the assigned jobs or procedures, shall receive a $600
bonus to be paid within 20 wort<days from the end of the quarter.
After the first two full quarters, a maintainer must achieve 950/0
compliance to receive the bonus. Commencing in the second
quarter of the year 2002, the bonus willbe increased to $700.
H. The computation for compliance with the flat rate times will be a
comparison of the flat rate time total for the assigned jobs
compared against the total time the maintainer utilized to complete
the assigned jobs.
t. In order to receive the bonus, the employee must actually wort<
'eight (8) weeks In the quarter In which the bonus is to be paId.
Paid vacation shall Count as time actually worked.
2
N
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J. Management and the Union will monitor the program on a daily
basis. Compliance will be measured and monitored utilfzing NYC
Transit's work order system.
K. Allflat rate time assume that the bus is in position, parts are at the
bus and any special tools and equipment are available. Contract
meal and breaks are not Including In work time.
L. It is in the interest of both parties to maintain a productivity
agreement beyond the term of this agreement.
This agreement may not be entered into evideoce during any interest
arbitration procedures on the contract to be effective December 16,
1999. .
. This divisional package is subject to an entire agreement on a
successor agreemen or the Transport Workers Union, Local 100.
III ea
Senior Vice Presi t
Department of Buses
MTA New York City Transit
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President
TWU, Local 100
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Vice President
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Anurenticeshio Pr02ram
The parties agree to introduce an apprenticeship program into various
maintainer titles at NYC Transit.
The purpose of the program will be to train graduates of trade schools
or other trade programs to become maintainers. The training will
consist of on-the-job training and may include some classroom
instruction. An apprentice will be rotated through various
assignments performing work in all.of the major job areas related to
the maintainer title.
.. The general program will be a three (3) year apprenticeship with a
yearly wage progression.
Any changes in the general program would have to be approved by
the Joint Apprenticeship Committee. .
If an apprentice successfully completes the program he/she will be
eligible for promotion to the maintainer title.
The parties agree to establish a Joint Apprenticeship Committee. The
Committee will consist of representatives of both labor and
management. The purpose of this committee will be to develop a set
of standards to formulate the pro~ to develop selection criteria
and to.ensure that the i-ra#ring program achieves the parties' joint
goals as set forth herein.
The parties agree that the eligibility requirements and specific
programs \.,,,';11bo oco+".h1';~"'o~ ,,";thi!'! an ~o;a"C' Ofth~ ,.o;at;nl'.~tinn n fthis.,/.£u
'"
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Department or Buses: Plant and Equipment Division (OA)
In full settlement of all issues raised by the Union and Management the following has
been agreed to subject to the approval of the principals.
L Filling Plant and Equipment Vacancies.
A. Practical Examination
All applicants for Plant and Equipment vacancies must first pass a practical examination
administered by the Authority in the discipline related to the vacancy he/she is seeking to
fill. This exam will be graded on a pass or fail system.
B. Evaluation Period
There will be an evaluation period of up to six months. In the event an employee is not
able to perform within the discipline he/she has selected, the employee .will be returned to
hislher original position. The union may provide input to management regarding an
employee's evaluation. Management reseJVes its right to make the final evaluation
regarding the performance of any employee.
.c. Lock-in Period
All Plant and Equipment employees in the trade group excluding the material group will
be locked into their positions for a period of four (4) years.
D. Right of Election
An employee may elect one tim~ during hislher freeze period, by letter which will be kept
on file by the Authority, to move into another discipline when an opening occurs. The
employee must still fulfill the practical exam requirements.
E. Filling Vacancies
Incumbents who are in Plant and Equipment after January 2000 and who fulfill the
practical exam requirement will be given first preference for the Plant and Equipment
vacant positions. .Vacant positions will then be filled in seniority order by maintainer
who have passed the practical examination related to the vacancy he/she is seeking to fill.
. F. Training
The .Authority will provide training to employees to improve their proficiency in the
discipline in which they are working.
}Itj ~~jrP
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Plant and Equipment
G. Resume Positions
The Authority may require that applicants from outside of the Authority who seek to fill
Plant and Equipment vacancies submit a resume and pass a practical exam.
This divisional package is subject to an entire agreement on a successor agreement for the
TransportWorkersUnion, Loca1100.
.
This agreement may not be entered into evidence during any interest arbitration
procedures on the contract to be effective December 15, 1999.
.
ar L. Seay
Senior Vice President
Department of Buses
/II )~ )qr
TRANSPORT WORKERS UNION,
Local 100
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or, MaBSTOA Maintenance
~~ .
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he Jam
President; 1WU Local 100
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Whereas, the parties agree there is a new emerging workplace with new
technology.
Whereas, the"parties recognize the need to train and ~pgrade its employees on
preparation for the new technology,
Whereas, the parties recognize the utility of developing a workforce in
appropriate titles to deal with the emerging workplace,
Whereas, the parties .recognize the need to providejob training and greater
security to employees by expanding their knowledge base.
The parties agree that the collective bargaining agreement will be amended (and,
where necessary, the job descriptions) -to allow the following:
Car Eauioment
I. Utilize four titles in Car Equipment to perfonn all currently performed
maintenance, facility and inspection functions:
~
~ cmc'
/'The job duties of the titles C~ ABM, MMC, CME, CMF will be incorporated
into the Car Inspector job '"sp~ecificationand the incumbents will be reclassified to
the Car Inspector title.'
"
1. Car Inspector
2. Car Maintainer B
3. Road Car Inspector
~ (\
1. r "-K"':Rt.. e \\1~
Effective with the full ratification and approval of the agreement, the howiy rate
for Car Inspectors and Road Car Inspectors will be increased by SI.00.
~
The new Car Inspectors who were in the above-listed titles previously will be
locked into picking shop locations, i.e. Cony Island, 20Th Street and the Diesel
Shops.
C~('~n'i~-\o("
All of tht positions in the Shops will be considered to be utility jobs to be
assigned by management.
n. When the new subway cars arrive, a five-(5) person inspection team will be
utilized at the maintenance shops on these new technology cars. A five-(5) person
inspection team will also be utilized on all inspections on linked cars.
Deoartment or Buses
I. Retain and expand the job specifications for maintain~ titles to allow the
assignment of both mechanical and body work where the employee has necessary
skills. .
IT. Provide upgrade training to Helpers. to give them tbe opportunity to become
maintainers.
ill.
-.
Introduce apprentices in the Department of Buses in accordance with the parties'
apprenticeship agreement
aeaners
Cleaners may be assigned to
, to remove graffiti or similar spot painting;clean heads on
electronic equipment such as fareboxes; and use all of the neces~ tools needed
to perform such functions.
~A
\ ')
\
\ )\~l
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DEPARTMENT OF METROCARD OPERATIONS
Division 'of AFC Equipment :Maintenance
In full settlement of all the issues raised by the Union and Management the following has
been agreed to subject to the approval of the principals.
A. "Change in Rate of Pay for REM Is
Upon rati~cation and approval of this agreement, the regular rate of pay for employees in
the REM I title covered by this agreement shall be the same as that established for REM
II. '
B. Renaming of Section 4.4
Section 4.4 shall be revised to reflect the current title of employees covered by the
agreement, i.e. Revenue Equipment Maintainer. In ~very case where SectiOR4.4 refers to
Revenue Turnstile Maintainer (Rapid), the wording will be changed to Revenue
Equipment Maintainers (Rapid). As is necessary, the language will also be revised to
reflect the current managerial structure.
C. Safety Shoes
Effective July 1, 2000, the $50 shoe allowance provided to Revenue Equipment
Maintainers shall be eliminated. NYCT will provide REMs with two (2) pairs of System
Safety approved work sh~ every two (2) years. Employees will be expected to wear
issued'shoes during work hours.
Earnings Cap
The parties agree that the earnings cap for employees shall be $75,000 over a rolling 12-
month period. It is understood that this earnings cap will be correspondingly increased
by negotiated increases in wages. .
Apprenticeship Program
The union agrees that the Division will hire up to 10 apprentices per year.' At no point
will there be more than 30 apprentices in the program. It is understood that employees in
the REM t;tle may on occasion be assigned to work with apprentices to familiarize them
with certain tasks. .
1
F. ProductivitY Standards
The parties agree to the institution of productivity. standards for tasks performed by
REMs. Effective upon ratification and approval of the agreement. specific task times will be
instituted for the jobs outlined in Attachment A. Employees will be expected to comply with
these task times.
G. Elimination of Night.Shift Differential on Overtime
Night shift differential shall not be paid on overtime work performed between the hours
of 6 p.m. on Friday night and 5.59 a.m. on Monday morning.
This divisional package is subject to an entire agreement on a successor agreement for the
Transport Workers Union, Local} 00.
2
This agreement may not be entered into evidence during any interest arbitration
procedures on the contract to be effective December 15~1999.
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ATTACHMENT A
TASKS Current Time Proposed Time
HEETPM 50 40
Jti"AS PM 45 30
MVMPM 70 60
Service Call 313 C 18 15
Service Call sOle 18 15
Service Call 354 C 20 15
4
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Safety Committee
In full settlement. of all the issues raised by the union and management the following has
been agreed to subject to the approval of the principals.
Training for Safety Representatives
The five full time release safety union representatives will be provided with the 2-day
Dupont Safety Training provided to managers and supervisors.
This divisional package is subject to an entire agreement on a successor agreement for the
Transport Workers Union, Local 100.
This agreement may not be 'entered into evidence during any interest arbitration
procedureson the,contract to be effectiveDecember 16, 1999.
.
All agreements relating to otherwise non-mandatory subjects ofbargaiiling will sunset at
the eridof this contract period. '
NEW YORK CITY TRANSIT TRANSPORT WORKERS UNION
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Office of Ce~tralized Electronic Shop Services
In full settlement of all the ,issues raised by the union and management the following has
been agreed to subject to the approval of the principals.
A. Alternate Work Week Pilot
1. The Office of Centralized Electronic Shop Services and the Transport \\torkers Union
agree to establish a:committee which will make a good faith effort to establish within
the tenn of this agreement a program initiating an alternate work week. Such an
alternate workweek may consist of four (4) days at ten (10) hours per day. The labor
management committee will identify and agree to modifications of those existing
working conditions which will be affected by the alternate workweek program.
These include but are not limited to leave accrual and leave usage. overtime pay and
regular days off. Prior to initiating such work program there must be a Stipulation of
Agreement bernreen the NYC Transit and the Union.
2. The pilot will be in effect for a minimum of one year. Either party can choose to
terminate the program through notification in writing to the other. Su£h notice of
tennination must be made at least thirty (30) days prior to the end of the year.
Tennination of the pilot project will not take effect until the end of period. Among
the criteria to be considered in determining whether the pilot is continued are the
impact on employee availability, overtime and increased productivity.
"'\J. The parties agree'to resolve disputes arising from the interpretation of the Agreement
or how' the work rules are applicable within the pilot program through discussion
between the Union Vice President and the Vice President Centralized Electronic Shop
who will attempt to resolve such disputes. In the event that the dispute cannot be
resolved by the Vice President, CES and the Union Vice President. the pilot program
~ill tenninate in accordance with the termination procedure described in paragraph 2
above.
t,1fYv
.. ., .
B. Earnings Cap
The parties agree that the earnings cap for employees .inthe shop shall be $74,959 over a
rolling 12-month period. It is understood that this earnings cap will be correspondingly
increased by negotiated increases in wages.
c. Machinists
REM Is working in the Machine Shop will be grandfathered under the Consolidated
Electronic Shop Agreement, except that
a. Existing REM Is will be given a one-time opportunity to pick out of the Shop.
b. Vacancies created as a result of (a) above will be filled through canvass of
existing REM Is.
c. Thereafter, all other terms and conditions of the existing Consolidated Electronic
Shop Agreement shall apply.
This divisional package is subject to an entire agreement on a successor agreement for the
. Transport Workers Union, LocalIOO~
. This agreement may not be entered into evidence during any interest arbitration
procedures on the contract to be effective December 15, 1999.
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Division of Car Equipment
In full settlement of all the issues raised by the union and management the following has
been agreed to subject to the approval of the principals.
A. Earnings Cap
The parties agree that the earnings cap for employees in the shop shall be $67,000 over a
rolling 12-month period. 1-1:is understood that this earnings cap will be correspondingly
increased by negotiated increases in wages beginning in the 2ndyear of the contract.
B. Shoes
Effective July 1~2000~ NYCT will provide employees covered by this agreement with.
one (1) pair of System Safety approved safety shoes every year. Employees will be fitted and
will pick up shoes on their 0\V11time. Employees will be expected to wear safety shoes during
work hours.
c. Additional Vacation ..\lIowance
Effective January 1~2000, employees covered by the agreement will be allowed to bank
up to eight A VA days.
D. Release Time
The Section Chairman will be released on three (3) days each year. A written request for
such meetings must be submitted to the Division in advance and is subject to the Division~s
approval with regard to the date ~9 location.
.-
This divisional package is subject to an entire agreement on a successor agreement for the
Transport Workers Union, Local 100.
This. agreement may not be entered into evidence during any interest arbitration
procedureson the contract to be.effective December 15, 1999.
:\fEW YORK CITY TRANSIT TRANSPORT
LOCAL 100
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Chief Mechanical Officer, Car Equipment
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Division of Stations
In full settlement of all the issues raised by the Union and Management the
following has been agreed to subject to the approval of the principals.
A. Cleaners to Drive Mobile Wash Trucks
See attached agreement.
B. Refuse Driver Differential
The parties agree to establish a driver differential of St. DOper hour which shall be
paid for all hours actually worked, including vacation, to employees who work re~e
truckdriverjobs. .
C. Single Day Vacations
The parties agree to incorporate single day vacation agreement into the Collective
Bargaining Agreement
D. Overtime Cap Limits
The parties agree to amend the collective bargaining agreement so as to acknowledge
the Authority's right to deny further overtime work to:
(a) any Cleaner in the Division of Stations, regardless of responsibility center or work
unit, whose gross earnings (includes all payroll codes and payments made dUring the
period) over the prior twelve months exceeds $57,062;
(b) any Station agent in the Division of Stations, regardless of responsibility center or
work unit, whose gross earnings (includes all payroll codes and payments made
during the period) over the prior twelve months exceeds $67,437.
It is understood thai this overtime earnings cap will be correspondingly increased by
negotiated wage increases.
E. Labor/Managemeut Meetings
The Union and Management shall meet on a quarterly basis to discuss union issues
concerning employee facilities.
F. Uniforms
Replace Section 3.8 L, Paragraphs 1,2 & 3 with the following:
(1) All Station agents and Cleaners (TA) will be supplied with uniforms in
accordance with the provisions of the Uniform Entitlement Program. In addition,
maternity unifonns will be supplied as necessary.
. .
(2) Cleaners (TA), whose duties so require, will be supplied with foul weather gear,
which must be worn when the duties of the ~mployee require such protection.
Such foul weather gear will consist of raincoats, rainhats, and overshoes.
THIS DIVISIONAL PACKAGE IS SUBJECT TO AN ENTIRE AGREEMENT OF
A SUCCESSOR AGREEMENT FOR THE TRANSPORT WORKERS UNION,
LOCAL 100.
THIS AGREEMENT MAY NOT BE ENTERED INTO EVIDENCE DURING
ANY INTEREST ARBITRATION PROCEDURES ON THE CONTRACT TO BE
EFFECTIVEDECEMBER 15, 1999. .
NEW YORK CITY TRANSIT TRANSPORT WORKERS
UNION CAL 100
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AGREEMENT made this
11J{...
day of DeG't-WLv y' , 1999 by
and between the New York City Transit Authority (hereinafter referred to as the "Transit
Authority") and the Transport Workers' Union, Local 100, AFL-CIO (hereinafter referred
to as the "Union").
WHEREAS, the Transit Authority and the Union, in the course of collective bargaining,
have entered into joint discussions over the use of Cleaners in the Division of Stations to
drive Mobile Wash trucks, and
WHEREAS, the parties have detennined through those discussions that, under particular
circumstances to be delineated, the assignment of Cleaners to driving tasks in conjunction
with their other duties and responsibilities may prove mutually advantageous, and
WHEREAS, the parties wish to create a means by which to assess the potential success
.
of such an undertaking, and
WHEREAS, the goal of that assessment and this agreement is to include Mobile Wash
Cleaner/Driver jobs as regular jobs in the Division of Stations as per Section 3.8.1.1) b. of
the Collective Bargaining 'Agreement,
NOW, THEREFORE, in full settlement, of all the issues 'raised by the Union and
Management, the following has been agreed to subject to the approval of the principals:
1) Pilot Program. The Division of Stations shall institute a pilot program consisting of
ten (10) Mobile Wash Cleaner/Driver (hereinafter referred to as "Cleaner/Driver")
jobs. The pilot will begin on or after July 1, 2000, on the effective date of the
Summer 2000 Cleaners' pick and continue for one year thereafter. No later than
thirty (30) days prior to the posting of the Summer 2001 Cleaners' pick, the parties
will reassess the program to determine whether to continue to expand the work as
regular jobs or to end the pilot program.
2) Lock-in. Any Cleaner selected for a CleanerlDriver job will be locked-in to that job
for the full term of the pilot program.
3) Selection. All Cleaners who possess a valid New York State Motor Vehicle
Operator's license will be eligible to request participation in the pilot. Any eligible
Cleaner who wishes to work a Cleaner/Driver job will be required to submit.a written
request for consideration between March 1, 2000 and March 31, 2000. Such request
must contain the employee's name, pass number and seniority number. Management
will then review all requests and compile a list of potential candidates for the jobs in
seniority order. Selection of the ten (10) CleanerlDriver positions will be made from
that list in seniority order. The Transit Authority ensures that at least seventy-five
percent (75%) of those eligible Cleaners requesting to participate in the pilot will be
placed on the list of potential candidates.
4) Duties and Responsibilities. Prior to leaving the depot, each Cleaner/Driver
operating a vehicle will be required to perfonn a pre-trip inspection to ensure that the
vehicle is ready for operation. Such inspection shall relate both to the operability of
the vehicle and "thefunctioning of the water heating equipment and shall include such
things as"checking battery strength and fluid levels, and ensuring that the truck is
appropriately supplied. Each Cleaner/Driver will be responsible for his or her truck
throughout the entire tour. In addition to driving to and from the cleaning location,
Cleaner/Drivers will be responsible for filling the water and fuel tanks, and will
perform all regular cleaning duties as a member ofa Mobile Wash Team. .
s) fua Cleaners selected for Cleaner/Driver positions will be paid no less than nine (9)
hours for each tour worked in accordance with the applicable provisions of the
CollectiveBargaining Agreement. For purposes of this provision, vacation shall be .
considered time worked.
6) Assienment of Work. In the event that, on any given day, there is an imufficient
number of operable vehicles available for all Cleaner/Drivers to drive, those
CleanerlDrivers not utilized to drive will be made into a Mobile Wash Team or other
Wash Team with no reduction of pay. However, Management retains the right to
determine whether a particular driving job will be tilled.
7) Vacations. Cleaner/Drivers will be entitled to an internal vacation pick without
restrictions as to time of year. However, no more than two (2) Cleaner/Drivers may
" use vacation at any given time.
8) Removal from Pilot Any _ Cleaner/Driver may request removal from this pilot
"program at any time by submitting such request, in writing, at least ten (10) working
days prior to the desired effective date. M~ement may remove aCleaner/Driver
ftom participation in this pilot program with ten (10) working days notice to the
employee and the Union. Said notice shall afford the Union the opportunity to review
~~ th M"''''''', "''''''',en+ th a . ~o"ro"'..(f:4\ ~"'~ +1.,,+ ~a ~ac.p,,1 S..,;~- C.p,,1 ,,~ re.,;a..., may not
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serve as the basis for a contract interpretation grievance. Any Cleaner/Driver leaving
this pilot program shall be placed on the Cleaners' "Extra List with the same regular
days off
9) Open Jobs. In the event that a Cleaner/Driver is removed, or a Cleaner/Driver job
otherwise becomes vacant, the job will be offered, in seniority order, where
practicable, to the next available Cleaner on the list of potential candidates
established pursuant to paragraph 3, above.
10) Cancellation. Either party may cancel this pilot program with a minimwn of fifteen
(15) days written notice to the other party prior to the posting of the Winter 2001
2
--.
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Cleaners' pick. Such cancellation shall be effective as of the implementation of the
Winter 200 1 Cleaners' pick.
THIS AGREEMENT MAY NOT BE ENTERED INTO EVIDENCE DURING ANY
INTEREST ARBITRATION PROCEDURES ON THE CONTRACT TO BE
EFFECTIVE DECEMBER 15, 1999.
THIS AGREEMENT IS PART OF A DMSIONAL PACKAGE SUBJECT TO AN
ENTIRE AGREEMENT ON A SUCCESSOR AGREEMENT FOR THE
TRANSPORT WORKERS UNION, LOCAL 100. .
-~
NEW YORK CITY TRANSIT TRANSPORT WORKERS
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Division of Revenue Control (TA)
In full settlement of all the issues raised by the Union and Management the following has
been agreed to subject to the approval of the principals.
A. Single Day VacatioDs
Employees in the Division of Revenue Control who wish to take a week of their annual
vacation in single days will be given the opportunity to do so provided that they commit to
do so approximately 6 weeks before the general vacation pick.
Employees must submit their written requests to use vacation in single days no earlier than
thirty days prior to the date requested and no later than 48 hours before the requested day off
so that Management can review staffing requirements to determine whether the employee's
request can be granted. Approval of requests for single vacation days off will be contingent
on the needs of the particular service unit as determined by Management Where an
employee provides proof of an emergency which is documented to the satisfaction of
Management, the employee may be allowed to charge such absence to single vacation days.
Single vacationdays that are not used by December 1It of the cmrent vacation year will be
cashed out prior to December 31 st of the current vacation year. Cashed out days shall be
paid at the employee's current straight time rate of pay plus night shift ditIerenti~ if
applicable. Employees who are suspended pending dismissal will not be allowed to cash in
any unused vacationdays. . .
Cash ~ums paid to employees for unused days will not be pensionable income.
B. Driver Differential
The parties agree to establish a driver differential of SO.75per hour which shall be paid
for all hours actually worked to employees who pick driver jobs. Employees picking driver
jobs will be subject to a one (1) year lock-in starting with the next general pick.
c. Salary Schedule
The salary schedule for employees newly hired to New York City Transit as Collecting
Agents shall be as follows:
4th year
3rdyear
2nd year
1It year
$19.3500
$14.8150
$13.7950
$13.5450
1
. . . ..~
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D. Shoes
Effective July 1, 2000, the $50 shoe allow~ce provided to Collecting Agents shall be
eliminated. NYCT will provide Collecting Agents with two (2) pairs of System Safety approved' --
safety shoes every two (2) years. Employees will be fitted and pick up shoes on their own time.
Employees will be expected to wear safety shoes during work hours.
This divisional package is subject to an entire agreement on a successor agreement for the
Transport Workers Union, tocal 100.
This agreement may not be entered into evidence during any interest arbitration
procedures on the contract to be effective December 15, 1999.
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Revenue Processing Coordinators
In full settlement of all the issues raised by the Union and Management the following has
been agreed to subject to the approval of the principals:
1. The' salary for Revenue Processing' Coordinators (RPCs) shall be increased by 3.75%
retroactive to November 2, 1998. Salaries for RPCs shall be increased by subsequent wage
increases negotiated by the TWO for hourly employees represented b y the Union.
2. RPCs will be covered by the negotiated TWU Grievance and Discipline Procedures.
3. Health and Welfare benefits for RPCs will be the same as for the other TWU-represented
employees and shaH be provided through the TWU Health Benefit Trust.
4. If required to wear safety shoes, Management will provide shoes.
5. Picks for RPCs shall be conducted in accordance with the attached Pick Procedures
Agreement reached on August 12, 1999.
6. The.existing working conditions for employees in this title shall remain the same except as
modified by the term above.
This divisional package is subject to an entire agreement on a successor agreement for the
Transport Workers Union, Local 100.
This agreement may not be entered into evidence during anv interest arbitration
procedures on the contract to be effective December 16,'1999.
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August 12. 1999
1. The RPCs will pick their tours of duty, (AM or PM tours) regular days off (RDOs)
and reporting location ODan annual basis. unJess the Chief Officer Revenue Control
and the Transport Workers Union Vice President agree otherwise. Jobs mUStbe
selected by facility, by tour; Le. moving between tours and/or sites is prohibited
except as noted under paragraph four (4). Currcntiz, reporting locations are at the
Maspeth Coin Counting FaciJity (CCF) and the 34 street High produc1ion Encoding
Machine (HPEM) operation. FutUre reporting locations may be altered and will be
determined by management based upon operational needs.
2. For pick purposes, only seniority in the title ofRPC will be uti1i~ for calculating
senior to junior pick status. Job picks will be filled in seniority order (senior to
junior).
3. "Itis understood that any &.PCwho picks ajob must be qualified for the job, and must
be able to meet normal production within a period of ten business (10) days.
.
4. RPCs picking the CCF facility, upon receiving five (5) days DOU~ win be required
to work at the HPEM site once every tWo (2) months (UPeriodic Rotation"), for a
period of five business days, or as scheduled by the Director of HPEM. based on RPC
availability. The CCF job .will be filled by the vacation relicf I utility RPC. The.CCF
and Vacation rcliefjobs will be noted with an asterisk (.) on the pick, denoting the .
aforemcntioned "Periodic Rotation".
.
S. Notwithstanding the foregoing. Managc;ment reserves lhe right to change"reponing
locatjo~ RDOs, tours of duty and work assignments to meet the needs ofNYC
Tramie Revenue Operations, with prior notification to the Tr8ru.'"'PQrtWorkm Umon.
6. During the 8DJ1ua1pick vacation bids will also be posted and finalized.,
The following RPC job bid illustrates the RPC proposed pick format:
F m PutN RPCJob Pick
. .~ ....
Revenue Processing Coordinators
In full settlement of all the issues raised by the Union and Management the following has
been agreed to subject to the approval of the principals: . -
1. The salary for Revenue Processing Coordinators (RPCs) shall be increased by 3.75%
retroactive to November 2, 1998. Salaries for RPCs shall be increased by subsequent
wage increases negotiated by the TWU for hourly employees represented by the
Union. ".
.
2. RPCs will be covered by the negotiated TWU Grievance and Discipline Procedures.
3. Health and Welfare benefits for RPCs will be the same as for other TWU-represented
employeesand shall be provided through the TWU Health Benefit Trust.
4. If required to wear safety shoes, Management will provide shoes.
S. Picks for RPCs shall be conducted in accordance with the attached Pick Procedures
Agreementreached on August 12, 1999..
.
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Thisdivisionalpackageis subjectto anentireagreementon a su~ment-foJ the ... ~
;fJortWorkers Union, Local 100.
This agreement may not be entered into evidence during any interest arbitration
procedures on the contractto be effective December 16, 1999.
All agreements relating to otherwise non-mandatory subjects of bargaining will sunset at
the end of this contract period. ..
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Electrical - Power Group Settlement
In full settlement of all the issues raised by the Uiiion and management, the
following has been agreed to subject to the approval of the principals:
1. The parties agree to amend the collective bargaining agreement such that all Power
Distribution employees will be covered under Section 3.7 of the collective bargaining
agreement. It is understood that the working conditions of employees shall not be
changed as a result of the move, unless otherwise specifically agreed to by the parties.
References to Power Distribution will be accordingly deleted from Section 3.S of the
collective bargaining agreement.
2. Section 3.7M of the collec~ve bargaining agreement shall be amended to provide for.
the following: To the extent that the parties reach agreement on the duties,
responsibilities and qualifications of existing or newly structured title(s) including
wage issues in the 1999 collective bargaining agreement, the committee shall meet to
discuss the impact of those agreements, such as, but not limited to seniority, etc.
3. Management and the Union agree to meet periodically to discuss increasing the (rl~nwnber of AVA and vacation quotas where operational needs permit.
~
~. 'Thf. Q!.be..\a:, d;ffeCU\ho.\ \11,\1 be J '.15 in acccrolanc:e wnh -+ht WO(\.!\~
This agreement may not be entered mto evidence during any interest arbitration ~t\ '\\~I\S..
procedures on the contract to be effective December 16, 1999. .
This Divisional package is subject to an entire agreement on a successor agreement
for the Transport Workers Union, Local 100.
By: 1;;JjJ::-d~;
0rL Frimk AsnesChief Officer
. Power Division
Date: /z///f9( L~4lff/ I
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Division of Revenue COJ!trol (OA)
In full settlement of all the issues raised by the Union.and Nfanagen1ent the follo\ving has
been agreed to subject to the approval of the principals.
Safetv Shoes
The $50 shoe allow'ance provided to Collecting Agents shall be elilninated. NYCT will
provide Collecting Agents 'Withtwo (2) pairs of System Safety approved safety shoes
(steel tip) every t\\1"O(2) years: Employees will be fined and \vill pi<:kup shoes on their
own time. Employees will be expected to wear safety shoes during \vork hours.
This divisional package is subject to an entire agreement on a successor agreement for the
Transport Workers Union. Local 100.
This agreement may not be entered into evidence during any interest arbitration
procedureson the contract to be .effectiveDecember 15. 1999.
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Division of Supply Logistics
In full settlement of all issues raised by the union and management, the following has
been agreed to subject to the approval of the principals:
1. A pilot program will be est~b1ished consisting of four (4) workdays of ten (10) hoW'S,
which mayor may not be consecutive.
.
It is W1derstoodthat nothing in this program
shall result in employees receiving regular compensation beyond ten hours per day,
four days per week and 2,088 hours per year.
The Division of Supply Logistics and the Transport Workers Union agree to establish
a committee which will make a good faith effort to identify and agree to
modifications of those existing working conditions which will be affected by a 4~y,
10-hour workweek program. These include but are not limited to leave accrual and
leave usage, overtime pay and regular days off. Prior to initiating the work program
there must be an agreement between the NYC Transit and the Union.
The pilot will .be in effect for a minimum of one year. Either. party can choose to
terminate the program through notification in writing to the other. Such notice of
tennination must be made at least thirty (30) days prior to the end of the year.
Tennination of the pilot project will not take effect until the end of that period.
Among the criteria to be considered in detennining whether the pilot is continued are
the impact on employee availability, overtime and increased productivity and
efficiency.
Disputes arising nom the interpretation of the Stipulation of Agreement or how the
work rules are applicable within the pilot program will not be resolved under the
grievance mechanism of tpe collective bargaining agreement but will be resolved
through discussion between ;the Union Vice President and the Vice President of
Supply Logistics who will attempt to resolve such disputes. In the event that the
dispute cannot be resolved by the Vice President, Supply Logistics and the Union
Vice President, the pilot program will tenninate in accordance with the termination
procedure described above.
2. The two ten-minute breaks will be eliminated and replaced with one (1) fifteen-
minute break.
3. A rolling twelve (12) month earnings cap (to include overtime and leaves cashed-in)
shall be established as follows: .
CTA
RRSWI
RRSWII
= $57,988
= $64,233
= $7.1,755
......
....
.
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Memorandum of UDderstaDcliDl
Division of Supply Lopstics
It is understood that this earnings cap will be correspondingly increased by negotiated
increases in wages beginning in the 2ndyear of the contract.
4. An employee required to work at least four (4) hours in excess of hislher regularly
scheduled working hours on any eight (8) hour day or at least five (5) hours in excess
of hislher regularly scheduled hours on any ten (10) hour day, whether the excess
work is before the beginning or after the end of the employee's regularly scheduled
tour of duty, will be allowed one (1) fifteen (15) minute break during the overtime
work at a time set by Management in accordance with the needs of the service. The
break period shall not directly precede the start or the end of the overtime work.
Employees who are working a minimum eight (8) hour overtime shift will be entitled
to one (1) fifteen (15) minute break during the first half of the overtime shift, at a time
set by Management '~n accordance with the needs of the service, which will not.
directly precede or follow the lunch/dinner break. A thirty (30) minute lunch/dinner
break will be provided at a time set by Management in accordance with the needs of
service. .
5. A biannual pick for Railroad Stock Worker Levels I &.II will be held at which time
empJoyees will select their tours of duty, regular days off (RDO), work location
within a responsibility center, and job preference, limited to warehousing, kitting,
receiving, utility and absentee relief or a combination of any of the aforementioned,
as determined by management, in Main StoreroomIBase Support complexes; limited
to utility or absentee relief in Satellite Storerooms and Transportation.
Between general picks vacancies which occur shall be filled by offering a reselection
of assignment to employeeS' within that location based on their seniority status as
defined as follows: Seniority status for any employeeshall be basedon the seniority
list supplied by the division and approved, in writing, by ,the Union. Within five (5)
days of notification of the opening the Union must provide management with any
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resUlt of any realignment. . .
Biannually subsequent to the movement resulting from a pick, and at least one (1)
month prior to the commencement of the vacation year in non-pick years, employees
in each title shall pick the time of their vacations based on their seniority status.
6. Employees who pick or who are assigned to "Absentee Relief' positions can have
their schedule of wor~g hours changed with 72 hours notice between the end of the
t~ur during which the notification of the change was made and the beginning of the
changed tour. .
~..-
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Memorandum ofUDderstaDdlag
Division of Supply Logistics
Employees who pick or who are assigned to "Utility" positions can have their
schedule of working hours changed without notice providing the change is not more
than four (4) hours before or after their picked or assigned schedule of working ho\D'S.
Changes in excess of four (4) hours will be subject to 72 hours notice.
If an employee's schedule of working hours is changed on less than 72 hours notice,
he/she shall be paid at the rate of time and one-half for time worked on the changed
tour of duty that may follow within seven (7) calendar days after such notice was
given.
Any employee on a fIXed day shift, who by direction of hislher superior, is
temporarily required to change to night work, will be allowed time and one-half for
each night worked dwing the first seven (7) consecutive days that such change may
continue.
-
7. All employees shall be permitted to schedule one (1) week of vacation in sipgle days
at the vacation pick, or to bank a week of vacation to be used in single days, as
requested during the year, subject to approval by Management. Employees with more
than five (5) years of service at the beginning of the vacation year shall be.permitted
to bank one additional week of vacation to be used in single days, as requested during
the year, subject to approval by Management
At the annual vacation pick, all employees with at least three (3) years of service shall
be entitled to elect to be paid one (1) week of vacation in advance and may specify
which payroll period said payment shall be made.
All remaining vacation time must be scheduled dming the vacation pick. At the
conclusion of the vacation pick all single days and weeks selected shall be deemed to
be approved and a schedule of the vacation selected in single days and full weeks
shall be made available in each work location.
Those not selecting to be paid in advance will be entitled to cash-in up to one (1)
work week (a total of five (5) days for employees working a five (5) days per week
schedule or four (4) days for employees working a four (4) days per week schedule)
at the end of the vacation year.
All payments are non-pensionable. Unused days in excess of the five (5) or four (4)
allowable days; as referenced above, not used and remaining at the end of the year,
will be forfeited.
The cash-in provisions outlined above commence with the 2000-2001 vacation year.
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MemoraDdum ofUndelStaDdiq
DivisiOD of Supply Logistics
Employees must submit their requests for' vacation in unscheduled single days,
Accumulated Vacation Allowances (AVA) andlor Personal Leave Days (PLD) no
sooner than fifteen (15) days prior to the requested days. Such time will be granted,
by seniority, when coverage is available, five (5) working days in advance of the
requested day. Requests to. use leave in these categories submitted by employees less
than five (5) working days prior to the requested day shall be reviewed by
Management and approved or denied on the day submitted based upon staffing
requirements and the needs of service. Requests to use leave submitted by employees
with less than forty-eight (48) hours notice prior to the requested day shall be deemed
an emergency request and may be approved or denied by Management, subject to'
proof of an emergency and the needs of service. .
Within each work location, employees within their respective title may elect to switch
an RDO with another employee with the advanced approval of Management and with
notice to the Union, provided that such a switch does not require overtime payments
.
to any employee mandated by the Fair Labor Standards Act, or.additional payments
mandated by any contractual provision. . -
8. Lincoln's Birthday will be replaced by the day after Thanksgiving Day and shall be
treated as all other holidays as specified in Section 2.5 of the collective bargaining
agreement.
.
Each employee in a Satellite Storeroom work location shall be allowed to exercise
hislher preference for one holiday off with pay at the time of the annual vacation pick
in accordance with seniority as defined in Section 4.1 F.S.
9.. The Division will provide on~ pair of approved shoes or boots annually or two pairs
of shoeslboots biannually at no cost to employees. Shoes or boots wilt be distributed
via a mobile shoe van, which will be available at work locations on a scheduled basis.
Employees will select their shoes from a small selection of styles and types available
for their position (safety or work shoeslboots) in confonnance with the Standards
C3tablished by t'l~ dh-ision. Emplcy~~s v.'i11~ required to be fitted ~~d receive their
shoes/boots on their own time before or after reporting for work. In exceptional
circumstances (Le. special fitting needs) employees will receive a voucher for use' at
the retaillocations(s) of the selected vendor(s). The shoe allowance payment due in
May 2000 will be eliminated if the provision of shoes is fully implemented by July
2000. If shoes are not provided by July 2000 the shoe allowance payment will be
made at that time.
10. The parties agree that the language of Section 4.1 shall be revised to reference the
"Vice President, Supply Logistics" and "Division of Supply Logistics" in place of the
reference to "Chief Distribution Officer" and "Distribution Division".
t.
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Memonndum of Understanding
DivisiOD of Supply Logistics
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This agreement may not be. entered into evidence during any interest arbitration
procedures on the contract to be effective December 15, 1999.
This divisional package is subject to an entire agreement on a successor agreement for the
Transport Workers Union, Loca1100.
For the Transport Workers
Union, Loca1100:
For the Division of
Supply Logistics:
I?(ci <71
Date
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